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ABSTRACT 

Munuemeot* of exclusive proteases suck M dec I reproduction, fikotoproductiow, aad Cooptoa 
scattering arc among the most aeoaUive probes of protos straetart aad cofctreat pheaosMaa at 
quantum cbTomodynamtoj. The continuous electioa baau at CEBAF, upftuM ia laboratory assrgy 
to 10-12 GeY, will allow a iy*lemilic atudy of axduaive, semi-IB elusive, aad inclusive reacltoat b 
a kinematic range well-tuned to the study of fundamental nncteon and nuclear sabstraetsre. I 
also dianiH the potential at CEBAF for studying novel QCD phenomena at the charm production 
thnabold, including the ponrible production of nuclear-bound quarkoalum. 

1. Introduction: Electroproduction at C EBA F 

Quantum Chromodynanuca haa become the central focus of particle and nu
clear physics lince it potentially can describe all strong iDteractioni in terms of funda
mental quark and gluon degrees of freedom. Although there have been many empirical 
successes of QCD, crucial elements of the theory remain unexplored. For example, the 
fundamental structure of hadronic wavefunctions, the nature of confinement, and the 
structure of the QCD vacuum are understood only qualitatively at beat. The study 
of badronic wavefunctioni ha* now become even more critical in view of the need to 
understand exclusive and inclusive charm and bottom hadronic from first principles. 
An important challenge is to devise tests of the theory and hadron structure at the 
amplitude level which can be made as systematically precise as possible. 

A characteristic scale of quantum chromodynamics js the mean transverse mo
mentum of quarks within hadrons: (fc£) s* 200 — 300 MeV. Hadronic processes 
involving momentum transfer much larger than this scale Q 3 > {&£,} can be traced 
to underlying hard scattering process Tg{Q) involving the minimal number of quark 
and gluons. Because of asymptotic freedom, Tg(Q) can be computed in perturbation 
theory as an expansion in powers of at[Q*), where Q* = 0(Q). This observation is 
the basis of the QCD factorization theorems, in which color confinement and the non-
perturbative effects of hadronic binding are isolated in terms of the hadron structure 
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the hadron structure functions and fragmentation function! in the case of inclusive 
reactions, and diitribution amplitude! +g{x,Q) in the case of exclusive reaction!.1 

Processes which involve the hard scattering of more than the minimum numben of 
quark* or fluona are "higher-twist"; i.e. they are dynamically suppressed by powers 
ofA*/O a . 

The extended laboratory electron energy range now being contemplated at 
CEBAF, up to 10-12 GeV, allows one to probe QCD effect! in the transition regime 
between coherent and incoherent quark subprocesses. In the case of inclusive dec-
troproductioo at CEBAF, the dominant subprocess at large momentum transfer cor
responds to the electron scattering on one of the quark constituents of the target 
nucleon or nucleus. Thus the deep inelastic cross section 4o(cN -* t/X) is to first 
approximation given by the convolution of the hard scattering dv(tq -* eV) cross 
section, multiplied by target structure functions Gff#(x, Q), the probability distribu
tion* describing the spin and flavor distribution! of quarks in the proton, neutron, or 
nuclei at light-cone momentum fraction x = Jfc+/p+ = (fc° + * 3)/(p° + p*). On-shell 
kinematics allows one to identify x with the Bjorken variable xjj = Q2/2p • q. Since 
the beam is continuous and the number of produced hadron* i* not enormous, one can 
measure the complete final state in electioproduction at CEBAF, and thus follow the 
evolution of the produced quarks and gluous from the hard mbprooeM and the rem
nant quarks and gluone spectators from the target into final state hadronk systems. 
Since the momentum transfers it moderate, one can also detect the non-factorizing ef
fects of coherence, such as the interference between subproceasei in which the electron 
scatters on different quarks in the target. 

At very high electroproduction energies, for example in electron-proton colli
sions at HERA, deep inelastic Iepton scattering has only minimal sensitivity to the 
valence parton structure of the proton. From the perspective of the proton rest frame, 
the high energy virtual photon fluctuates into virtual qq system which then scatters 
on the gluonic field of the target; i.e., physics associated with photon dissociation 
and central rapidity region processes. Thus physics at HERA focuses more on the 
structure of the photon rather than resolving nucleon substructure. In contrast, at 
CEBAF energies, the dominant electroproduction physics is controlled by the quark 
structure of the target nucleon or nucleus. 

Monte-Carlo and string fragmentation programs are often used to simulate 
the main feature* of the final state hadronizatien in electroproduction; However the 
goal is to acquire a fundamental understanding of hadronization at the amplitude 
leveL Studies at CEBAF have the potential for studying the baric physical processes 
involved in the processes in which a confined quark or gluon turns into badrouic 
matter. In the case of nuclear target, one can resolve the effects of the background 
nuclear field such as quark energy loss transverse momentum smearing and co-mover 
interactions on the materialization of the final state. 

Although the energy range proposed for an upgraded CEBAF is well-tuner! 
to resolving proton structure in QCD, in general one also needs to take into account 
coherent effects and multiparticle subprocesses. For example, at moderate momentum 
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transfers, the electron will often interact with more than one target constituent; t,g., 
tqq -* eVg \ Since the two quarks can scatter coherently as a bosonic system, they can 
produce a large longitudinal cross section R m a if or. The two quarks together cany 
a large fraction of the target momentum, and thus such higher twist contributions 
can actually dominate tbe electroproduction cross section at large x ~ 1. 

Although higher twist terms may complicate the physical interpretation of 
electroproduction at CEBAF, they are important and interesting topic* in their own 
right. For example, Brandenburg, Khoze, Muller, and I* have recently shown that 
measurements of the cos «S and cos 2+ azimuthal angular dependence of tbe lepton. in 
tbe Drell-Yan procew HN —»Q.X witb H -»it,Ktf and p at forward xjr are sensitive 
to the shape of tbe projectile's distribution amplitudes. One can analytically cross 
these predictions to obtain a theory of meson electroproduction including higher twist 
contributions where tbe meson interacts directly within the hard subprocess. In tbe 
case of meson electroproduction, 4 is the azimuths! angle between the leptoa scat
tering plane and the meson production plane. Thus measurements at CEBAF of tbe 
full azimuthal and polar angular distribution of the lepton system in meson electro
production and lepton pair badroproduction should provide an important measure of 
tbe structure of hadrona at the amplitude level. 

The study of exclusive reactions at CEBAF such as elastic electron-proton scat
tering, real and virtual Compton scattering, and meson electroproduction, provides 
a complimentary measure of nucleon structure to tbe purely inclusive studies.3 An 
analogy is an electron microscope, where information from both elastic and inelas
tic scattering are combined to generate tbe image of the target. In exclusive reac
tions in QCD all of the constituents of the scattered hadrons must be rearranged 
from the initial to final state. Dimensional counting rules* show that the leading 
subprocessei to order Q~* involve tbe minimum number of incident and final con
stituents. Furthermore, tbe valence quarks exchange their hard momenta when tbeir 
transverse separations are small: b\ = 0{Q~l). Thus large momentum transfer ex
clusive reactions are controlled b*. „adron distribution amplitudes ^5(1,', Q), tbe 
valence light-cone F<KL —avcJULaion at small transverse separation. This leads to 
the remarkable "color transparency*9 property of QCD, since such small color sin-
-' ' n\\: vu&tions have only minimal initial and final state interactions as they transit 
through nuclei. In addition, the study of exclusive pion and kaon electroproduction 
over a large kinelatic range of energy and momentum transfer is necessary in order to 
reliably determine the spacelike roeaan form factors. A more detailed discussion will 
be presented in Section 4. 

In the case of electroproduction at CEBAF one can use a nuclear target as 
a "color filter1" to separate large and small structure events. Recently, the EC65 
group at Fexmilab6 has reported preliminary results on coherent and incoherent p 
leptoproduction in nuclei. At low momentum transfer, the p vis strongly absorbed, 
as in conventional Glauber theory; however, as Q2 increases beyond a few GeV 3 the 
reactions tend to occur uniformly throughout the nuclear volume, as predicted by 
color transparency. Thus diffractive muo-production of p mesons occurs in a nuclear 



target without final absorption of the f in the nucleua. More generally, by using 
nuclear targets, one can change tbe hadronic environment and study not only the 
shadowing and antiahadowing of nuclear structure functions, but also tbe influence 
of the nuclear field on evolution of the final state hadronic ayatem, including the 
induced radiation of tbe outgoing quarks.'ll will be clearly interesting to trace the 
color transparency effects seen in vector meson leptoproduction at Fermilab to the 
lower CEBAF energy range where the formation times are moderate. 

(s.v=) 

Figure 1. CompuiaoDofpbotoproduetwndaU with tbe dimenMooil emutt-
inf power-Uw prediction. The d»U are Mmmsrited in Ref. 8. 

A central prediction of perturbative QCD for exclusive electroproduction at 
large momentum transfer is Axed center-of-mass angle scaling: 
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The nominal scaling power AT =- 7 follows firom dimensional counting: there are 
4 incident *nd 5 outgoing elementary field*. One important test of tfaJa scaling w 
shown in Fig. 1 for pion pbotoproduction yp -* » + n at f m * * / 2 . The nominal 
* - T predicted power law behavior it consistent with experiment over tbe energy range 
contemplated at CEBAF. Thia scaling behavior need* to be checked systematically in 
electroproduction, for example, w a function of virtual photon m m and polarization, 
and tbe angular and energy range. Tbe leading power should correspond to helidty 
amplitudes which conserve the total hadxoa helidty from the initial and Anal state, 
independent of the photon polarization. Hadron helicity conservation if discussed in 
more detail in Section 4. 

In general PQCD dimensional counting has been shown to be good guide to 
the scaling behavior of general fixed angle two-body scattering reactions.' A system* 
atic study of meson-baxyon reaction! ha* recently been completed at Brookhaven.* 
The large relative normalization of large angle cross sections such as K+p -* K+p 
compared to K~p —» K~p showi that the dominant interaction controlling exclu
sive processes at large momentum transfer involves the interchange of the valence 
quarks1 0 rather than multiple gluon exchange. Other important tests involve ex
clusive two-photon reactions such as 1*1 ~* M*t 77 ""• Mltf, and proton-proton 
annlhitatioa. The general success of dimensional counting in the fixed angle domain 
is evidence that leading twist PQCD mechanisms dominate exclusive amplitudes and 
form factors at momentum transfers Q* -» 5 GeV 3. 

The structure of badron wavefunctions in terms of their quark and gluon de
grees of freedom at the amplitude level remains one of the most important frontiers in 
QCD studies- The natural formulation of hadron wavefunctions is the light-cone Fock 
expansion.* As noted above, the baric quantity which characterises the part of the 
hadron bound state which enter-, exclusive hard-scattering subprocessea is the gauge 
and frame-independent distribution amplitude *HZJ,Q) which in turn describes tbe 
valence quark atructure of the hadrons at impact •epilation J^ ** 0(Q~1) is a func
tion of the light-cone momentum fractions. ThewwkofStennanet a/.,M has shown 
in detail how Sudakov tuppression of large size configurations of the hadron wavefunc-
tiona are suppressed in large momentum transfer exclusive procease*, confirming the 
validity of the PQCD description of these processes and the corresponding predictions 
of QCD color transparency- The interrelation of the Landshoff triple-gluon contribu
tions to elastic proton-proton scattering to hard scattering PQCD mechanisms such 
as quark interchange has sow been clarified by Stennan and Sotiropoulos.13 

QCD sum rule methods and lattice gauge theory now supply important theo
retical constraints on the form of the distribution amplitudes, although the reliability 
of these predictions is unknown. There is now much theoretical work exploring other 
non-perturbative QCD methods such as light-cone Hamiltonian dtagonaJization. One 
can also derive constraints on hadrcm light-cone wavefunctions from their static prop
erties such as the baryou magnetic moments and their axial couplings. 
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9. Tb» Charm Threshold In Ekctroproduction 

One of the moat interesting pbyaica areu which can be studied at CEBAF 
at electron beam energies above 8 GeV will be the onset of charm electroproduc
tion. The threshold virtual photon energy for the lowest hidden charm system f*p ~* 
?c(2.97««GeV)B{0.93S3QeV) is »A - • • p/Jtf » 7,707 GeV +{Q2f2M,). The produc
tion of open charm Yp -» i>"(l.S645GeV)Ac(2.2849GeV) begiiis at va - 8.7057 GeV 
-KQ a/2JS r). In tbe threshold regime one probes extreme configurations of the proton 
target quark structure as it strains to produce tbe new heavy systems. The study of 
this physics also has implications for the charm structure function at large x»y and 
the threshold production of heavy systems such as beauty, top, and supersymmetric 
particles. 

Although the churn electroproduction cross section is inevitably suppressed 
at threshold by phase space, there is reason to believe that the production rate will 
be subitantially enhanced by dynamical effects in non-perturbetive QCD. Because of 
the disparate eharmanium and proton size scales, one can classify and compute their 
two-gluon exchange couplings using the operator product expansion. Luke, Manohar, 
and Savage1 1 have shown tbat the scalar part of the two-gluon exchange interaction is 
related to the trace of tbe energy momentum tensor and thus its coupling to nucleons 
or nuclei is proportional to the target mass- The two-gluon coupling to tbe small 
size channonium state can be computed using conventional potential models. This 
analysis leads to tbe remarkable prediction tbat there is a strong QCD van der Waal 
attraction of the quarkonium state to ordinary hadrons at small relative velocity. 
DeTeramond, Schmidt, and I " have argued that the QCD van der Waal effects at 
low relative velocity could be sufficiently strong as to bind charmonium states to 
ordinary hadrons or light nuclei. Such nuclear-bound quarlconium state* could show 
up as narrow s-channel resonance in electroproduction: f'p -» {i)cp), i*d -» (ifcd), 
1*P -* (Jfi>p)> e t c - JU*1 below tbe channonium production thresholJ This could be 
a very interesting experiment CEBAF. However, it should be emphasized that even if 
the QCD van der Waals force is not sufficient to actually form bound states, one still 
expects to see strong threshold effects in tbe production cross se^ion perhaps similar 
to the enhancements that have been observed for 17 production at threshold.111 

Note that even though the rate at threshold may be small, the cross section can 
be enhanced by using nuclear Fermi-motion to effectively increase tbe available energy. 
For example, the anti-deuteron was first observed below the nominal threshold energy 
in the 1960s at Brookhaven by Ting and Lederman using heavy nuclei as targets. It 
is also interesting to use the charm threshold to measure tbe extreme limits of the 
Fermi momentum spectrum, since its origin involves nuclear short-range interactions. 

In the case of open charm, the simplest electroproduction mechanism is quark 
interchange, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The interchange amplitude can be written in an 
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Fifiue 2. Qaatk intarcksace cortribatioa to eaana shrtreprodiKtioa. 

elegant form as a convolution over valence light-cone wavefusctloni: 

/ ^ ? * i ( ' . ' T + " - l ) * ] L ( i , i r + a - i ) j J . ) 4 * , - ( i , t T + i r J . + ( l - * ) , 1 ) * , ( « , 4 T ) . 

where trj, = —f>*j. -= - u tad A it the invene of the light-cone energy denominator. 
The complete analysis i i given in Kef- 10. 

There u e a number of experiment* which indicate that non-perturbative QCD 
mechanisms are necessary for understanding heavy quark production in the regime* 
where either the charm system it produced at extreme kinematic configuration* audi 
at large tp or large x y or at small relative velocity to other quarks: 

1. The anomaloutly high c(x) distribution meaaured at large » y by EMC.1* The 
CERN measurements ditagr. i with photon-gluon fusioo by a factor of 20 to 30 
at Q* = 75 GeV* and i y - 75 GeV 5. 

2. In the case of J / 0 hadroproduction from pion beams, the CERN experiment 
NA-3 has reported a strong excess of quarkonium at large xF with a non-
factorizing nuclear dependence. In addition, the Fermilab Chicago-Iowa Prince
ton group hat reported an anomalously sudden change in polarization of the 
J / 0 at large XF in xtf -» p*P~X. The dramatic shift to longitudinal polar
isation is inconsistent with leading order QCD prediction*. 

3. An interesting unresolved issue is the leading particle effect in charmed hadroo 
production. The quark structure of leading D mesons has been shown to de
pend strongly on the valence quantum numbers of the beam badron in direct 
conflict with the factorization principle at the heart of most perturbative QCD 
predictions. The mechanisms in which the beam quarks and heavy quarks co
alesce is at the heart of hadronization dynamics, and much more critical work 
will be needed especially in the production of b-quark system*. 



A. There are other aignali for anomalous charm baryon hadroproductlon at large 
xp, including the report* of A ( production from E-400 at Fermilab uaing neutron 
beama and the meaiuiemeoti of WA-62 from CERN which obierved charm-
strange baryona using hyperon beams. There are alio measurements from NA-3 
at CERN which show that double Jf$ pain are hadro-produced only at large 
sr-

5. The anomalouily itrong nuclear dependence of large x? Jjip hadroproduction, 
as reported by NAIO and E789 are in direct contradiction to leading-twist 
PQCD factorisation. 

Much of the above phytic* can be Accounted for by the picture of Hoyer, 
Mueller, Tang and myaelf," where the badronization in a high energy collision oc
curs In the following novel way: the heavy quark ayttem is first fonned aa a virtual 
fluctuation aa a light-cone Fock state component in the incoming hadron wavefune-
tion; a light spectator quark is then stripped away in the target leaving the Q"Q 
system to hadronize into the final heavy badrons. This type of intrinsic heavy quark 
picture also explains the excess of charm quarks seen in the EMC measurements of 
the charm structure function of the nudeon. This new picture of hadron formation 
opens up a whole new avenue for studying the far-off-shell structure of hadrons. It 
is thus critical that a new measurement of the charm and beauty structure functions 
be performed. 

Measurements of charm electroproduction near threshold at CEBAF should 
provide new insights into the collective multi-quark mechanisms needed to understand 
the charm production anomalies. 

3 . Virtual Compton Scattering 

The Compton scattering process fp —• -jp is the fundamental way to "look" at 
proton structure. Virtual Compton scattering i*P —* IP is particularly interesting to 
measure at CEBAF since it can be probed as a function of the photon's transverse or 
longitudinal polarisation, the target polarization, ova a large domain of kinematics 
J , I , U , and photon virtuaiity Q2 = -q7. 

It should be noted that the cross section for the process tp -* e'jrjr receives 
contributions not only from virtual Compton scattering, but also from Bethe-Heitler 
bremroatrahlung from the scattered electron. The two processes lead to the same final 
state, and thus they interfere. The Bethe-Heitler process is completely determined 
from elastic ep scattering and is purely real. Thus one can use the interference 
between the Campion and bremmstrablung processes to determine the real part of the 
Compton amplitude.1 1 In the case of deep inelastic Compton scattering ep -+ vyX, 
one can use the same interference effect to deduce new structure functions and aunt 
rules proportional to the sum of quark charges cubed.1* 

There are many different physics aspects of virtual Compton scattering de
pending on the accessed kinematicat domain. 
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1. In the c u e of low energy virtual Compton scattering with * « (q + p)* ~ 
AfJ. one can study the s-channe] effects of baryon resonance* in the Compton 
amplitude and their relative coupling as a function of photon virtuality.3* 

2. In the Regge limit J > - i and fixed Q 3 one can use the Regge pole analy
sis, as in the paper of Damasbek and Gilman.3 1 Each Comptoo belidty am
plitude has the form of a turn over (-channel Regge exchange contributions: 
M » Ejt* - "*'^!, Q7). In Compton scattering one can have contribution from 
all C-even exchanges: the diffiractive Pomeron contributions.tbe pion and A% 
and J9 C - + Reggeoo trajectories. In addition, QCD predicts a ipedaj con
tribution which cannot occur in badron-hadron scattering: a j « 0 fixed pole, 
the Kronecker e/,t contribution, which can be traced to the pretence of quark 
Z-graphs. 

3. An important feature of tbe Regge theory which is testable in virtual Compton 
scattering is that tbe Regge trajectory ojt(() must be independent of (J 3 at 
fixed -t. Only the residue £( i ,Q 3 } can depend on tbe photon virtually. In 
fact, one expects that all of the normal trajectories have decreased couplings 
to the virtual; Compton amplitude as Q3 increases, leaving tbe ;' « 0 fixed 
pole as the dominant and surviving contribution to the amplitude. This special 
contribution to Compton scattering gives an energy independent contribution 
to tbe real part of the y*p -» yp amplitude.11 The f-dependence of tbe j « 0 
fixed pole amplitude is expected to be similar to that of tbe heu'dty-conterving 
Dirac form factor of tbe proton. 

4. As the momentum transfer squared to the proton increases —i, the Pomeron 
trajectory is expected to stay at a,(—t) Sf 1. The non-singlet Regge trajectories 
are predicted to decrease monotonically to ag[—t) st 0. For a recent discussion 
and further references see Ref. 22. 

5. In the large momentum transfer domain with fixed cos 0cm the virtual exclusive 
Compton amplitude 7*0 -+ fp can be analysed using perturbative QCD fac
torization. Detailed QCD predictions have been made by Kronfeld and Nine, 
Hyer, and Gunion tt «!.. This will be discussed in detail in Section 5. In ad
dition at CEBAF, one may be able to test these predictions as a function of 
photon polarization and virtually. 

4. Exclusive Processes and tbe Structure or Hadrons 3 3 

The analysis of exclusive hadronic amplitudes such as form factors, electroweak 
transition matrix elements, and two-body scattering amplitudes has remained among 
the most challenging computational problems in quantum chromodynamics. The 
physics of cxdusive amplitudes clearly depends on the fundamental relativistic struc
ture of the hadrons as well as the dynamics governing quark and gluon propagation, 
QCD vacuum structure, Regge behavior, and color confinement. Numerical predic
tions for exclusive processes involving low momentum transfer are beginning to be 
obtained from lattice gauge theory and QCD sum rules. However, tbe most interesting 



insights into hadron structure at the amplitude level and the most transparent con
nection! to the underlying QCD physics emerges at high momentum transfer where 
perturbative analyses for the leading twist contributions to exclusive processes can 
be combined with non-perturbative hadron wavefunction information. 

The least-complicated exclusive amplitudes to analyse from first principles in 
QCD are the space-like electromagnetic form factors of hadrons. AD elastic form 
factor is the probability amplitude for a hadron to remain intact after absorbing 
momentum f by its local quark current. If one uses light-cone quantization in the 
f + « f*+f* « 0 frame with q±a *= —q1™ Q2, then vacuum fluctuation contributions 
to the j + current can be avoided. Nevertheless, the computation of an elastic form 
factor requires knowledge of all of the hadron'l light-cone Fock state wavefunctions. 
For example, the helidty-conserving form factor bat the form 9 4 

•A • ' i 

The constituents in the initial state have longitudinal light-cone momentum fractions 
*» = (t° + **)i/(pD + p")i relative transverse momentum, k±i, and helicities Af. Here 
tm is the charge of the struck quark, A 3 > ^ , and the transverse momenta in the 
final state are 

r _ f i±i — l i j j . + fj. for the struck quark 

I *J.i — *i9l for all other psxtons. 

In principle, one can obtain all of the required Fock State wavefunctions by diagonal-
izing the light-cone QCD Hamiltonisn.3' This has in fact been done for meson and 
baryon wavefunctions in the case of QCD in one-space and one-time dimensions, but 
the corresponding task appears to be formidable for QCD(3+1). 

Fortunately, because of asymptotic freedom and the point-like behavior of 
quark and gluon interactions at short distances, the computation of exclusive am
plitudes in QCD becomes much simpler at large momentum transfer. The primary 
ingredient in the analysis is factorization: the non-perturbative dynamics of the bound 
states can be isolated in terms of process-independent distribution amplitudes, and 
the dynamics of the momentum transfer to the hadrons can be isolated in terms of 
perturbatively-calculable hard-scattering quark and gluon aubprocesses. Thus general 
properties of exclusive reactions at large momentum transfer can be derived without 
explicit knowledge of the non-perturbative structure of the theory.1 
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The moat characteristic feature of an exclusive amplitude in QCD if that it 
falli off slowly with momentum transfer, not as an exponential or a Gaussian, but 
w an inverse power of Q - pj- which is directly related to the degree of complexity 
of the scattering hsdrons. The nominal power-law fall-off* M ~ Q*'* of an ex
clusive amplitude at large momentum transfer reflect* the elementary pealing of the 
lowest-order connected quark and gluon tree graph* obtained hy replacing each of 
the external hadroni by iU reapective collinear quarks. He:* n ii the total number 
of initial itate and final atate lepton, photon, or quark fields entering or leaving the 
hard scattering rebprocesf. Tin empirical IUCCCM of the dimensional counting relet 
for the power-law fall-off of form factors and general fixed center-of-mass angle scat
tering amplitudes gave early and important evidence for the scale-invariance of quark 
and gluon interactions at short distances. 

Thus only the valence-quark Fock components of the hadron wavefunctions 
contribute to the leading power-law fall-off of an exclusive amplitude. In particu
lar, since the internal momentum transfer at the quark level is required to be large, 
one can obtain the basic scaling and helicity structure of the hadron amplitude by 
•imply iterating the gluon-exchange term in the effective potential for the light-cooe 
wavefunctions. The result is that exclusive amplitudes at high momentum transfer 
Q2 can be written in a factorized form as a convolution of process-independent "dis
tribution amplitudes" «^XJ, Q), one for each hadron involved in the amplitude, with 
a hard-scattering amplitude Tg describing the scattering of the valence quarks from 
the initial to final itate. 3*' 1 7 

The distribution amplitude is the fundamental gauge invariant wavefunction 
which describes the fractional longitudinal momentum distributions of the valence 
quarks in a hadroa integrated over transverse momentum up to the scale Q.M For 
example, the pion's electromagnetic form factor can be written as 3*' 3 7' 3* 

F.(Q2) = j<kJdy «(»,<5) Tj/tx, v, Q) M',Q) (l + O (£ 

Here Tg is the scattering amplitude obtained when pions replaced by collinear qlj 
pairs. This factorized form is the prototype for the factorization of general exclusive 
amplitudes in QCD at high momentum transfer. All of the non-perturbstive dynamics 
is factorized into the distribution amplitudes,3* ^Jj(*i, A,, (J), for the baryons with 
*l + *3 + 1 3 = 1. and ^j/(xi,A;,<5), for the mesons with *i + *2 ™ 1 which sum all 
internal momentum transfers up to the scale Q1. On the other hand, all momentum 
transfer" hisjher than Q7 appear in Tg, which can be computed perturbatively in 
powers of the QCD running coupling constant a,(Q3). The distribution amplitudes 
are thus the process-independent hadron wavefunctions which interpolate between the 
QCD bound state and their valence quarks at ti&i-r/erse separation b± a; 1/Q. The 
pion's distribution amplitude, for example, is directly related to its valence light-con* 
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wavefunctioD: 

The *x integration it cut off by the ultraviolet cutoff A « Q implicit in the wavefune-
tion; thus only valence Fbck states with invariant mas* squared M1 £ Q2 contribute. 

Given the factorised structure of exclusive amplitudes at large momentum 
transfer, one can read off a number of general features of the PQCD predictions: the 
dimensional counting rules, hadron helicity conservation, and color transparency.3 

QCD also predicts calculable corrections to the nominal dimensional counting power-
law behavior due to the running of the strong coupling constant, higher order correc
tions to the hard scattering amplitude, Sudakov effects, pinch singularities, as well as 
the evolution of the hadron distribution amplitudes, 4a(*i,Q)-

Evolution equations for the meson and baryon distribution amplitudes can be 
derived and employed in analogy to the evolution of structure functions. 3' 3 1 If one can 
calculate the distribution amplitude at an initial scale Qo using QCD sum rules or lat
tice gauge theory,2* then one can determine «*(xi, Q) at higher momentum scales vis 
evolution equations in log Q7 or equivalently, the operator product expansion.3 0 Em-
pineal constraints on the hadron distribution amplitudes can be obtained from the 
normalisation and scaling of form factors at large momentum transfer and the angular 
dependence of two body scattering amplitudes. 

Perhaps the most surprising feature of the QCD predictions for exclusive pro
cesses in QCD is "color transparency" , 5 which reflects the fact that only the small 
transverse separation «x ~ 1/Q valence wavefunctlon can contribute to exclusive 
amplitude at large momentum transfer. Since these color-singlet states have small 
color-dipole moments, they will have small initial and final state interactions. In 
particular if the large momentum transfer occurs as a quasi-elastic process within 
a nucleus, there will be minimal initial state or final state absorption—in striking 
contrast to the standard picture of strong absorption predicted in Glauber theory. A 
careful treatment of color transparency requires consideration of the expansion time 
and coherence length of the small size configurationi.'1 

5. A Detailed Example: Compton Scattering In Pcrturbative QCD 

Exclusive reactions involving two real or virtual photons provide a particu
larly interesting testing ground for QCD because of the relative simplicity of the 
couplings of the photons to the underlying quark currents, and the absence of signifi
cant initial state interactions—any remnant of vector-meson dominance contributions 
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U suppressed at large momentuci transfer, and the photon enters the amplitude at a 
direct point-like coupling. 

The simplest example of • two-photon exclusive process :s the Y(lh ~* M* 
proceM which ii meuurable in tagged e + e - -+ e+*~.M* reaction*. The photon to 
neutral moon transition form factor Ff-.y*(Qi) li predicted to fall at 1/Q7—modulo 
calculable logarithmic corrections from the evolution of the meson distribution ampli
tude. Thii QCD prediction reflect* the elementary scaling of the quark propagator at 
high momentum trantfer, the Mine Kale-free behavior which lead* to Bjorken Kaling 
of the deep inelaatic lepton-nudeon crow tectiooi. The existing data from TPC/77 
are consistent with the predicted scaling and normalization of the transition form 
factors for the JT°, tjs, and if. 

The angular distributions for the hadron pair production processes 77 -* HE 
are sensitive to the *,- dependence of the hadron distribution amplitudes.1' Lowest 
order predictions for meson pair production in two photon collisions using this for-
malism are given in Refs. 32 and 29; the analysis of the 77 to meson pair process 
has been carried out to next-to-leading order in at(Q2) by Nizic. 3 3 The Mark II 
and TPC/77 meafureroents of 77 -* *+w~ and 77 -» K*K~ reactions are also 
consistent with PQCD expectations. A review of this work is given in Ref. 34. 

Compton scattering 70 —* fp at large momentum transfer and its s-channel 
crossed reactions 77 -» fp and pp -» 77 are classic tests of the perturbative QCD 
formalism for exclusive reactions. At leading twist, each helicity amplitude has the 
factorized form,3 

M$(»,t) = j ; Ad*][dyMx1,*2,*,tG)7f,(*AA;i,,V,V;j,<)*(n,w,»;$) -
4>i J 

The index i labels the three contributing valence Fock amplitudes at the renormat-
Jzation scale Q. The index d labels the 378 connected Feynman diagrams which 
contribute to the eigbt-point hard scattering amplitude qqqi —t qqq-f at the tree 
level; i.e. at order ttaftQ). The arguments Q of the QCD running coupling con
stant can be evaluated amplitude by amplitude using the methods of Ref. 76and 
77 as discussed in the Introduction. The evaluation of the hard scattering ampli
tudes r/^(*,A,A;v,A',A'; «,i) has now been done by several groups.35-3*'"'3* 

An important simplification of Compton scattering in PQCD is the fact that 
pinch singularities are readily iotegrable and do not change the nominal power-law 
behavior of the basic amplitudes.3 7 Physically, the pinch singularities correspond 
to the existence of potentially on-sbell intermediate states in the hard scattering 
amplitudes. This leads to a non-trivial phase structure of the Compton amplitude. 
Such phases can in principle be measured by interfering the virtual Compton process 
in e*p —* e*p7 with the purely real Bethe-Hdtler bremsstrahlung amplitude.3' A 
careful analytic treatment of the integration over the on-shell intermediate states has 
been given by Kronfeld and Niiic. 3 7 
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Tbe most characteristic future of tbe PQCD predictions U tbe scaling of tbe 
differential Compton CZOM section at fixed I / I or $CM 

Tbe power a* reflects tbe fact that 8 elementary fields enter or leave tbe bard scat
tering Bubprocest.4 Tbe scaling of tbe existing data4* la remarkably consistent with 
the PQCD power-law prediction, but meafuremeaU at higher energies and momen
tum transfer are needed to test tbe predicted logarithmic corrections to this scaling 
behavior and determine tbe angular distribution of the scaled cross section over as 
large a range as possible. 

The predictions for the normalization of the Compton cross section and tbe 
shape of its angular distribution are sensitive to tbe shape of tbe proton distribution 
amplitude 4p{*h Q). The forms predicted for the proton distribution amplitude from 
QCD sum-rule constraints39 by Cherayak, Oglobin, aad Zhitnilskii, and King and 
Sachrajda, appear to give a reasonable representation of tbe existing data. A definitive 
prediction for the normalization of form factors and other exclusive amplitude* in 
perturbative QCD will require not only a careful analysis of tbe Don-perturbative 
input for the distribution amplitudes, but also a detailed calculation of the crossed-
graph and other irreducible contributions to the hard-scattering QCD kernels. 

More recent QCD sum rule analyses of tbe proton distribution amplitude are 
given in Ref. 41. These distributions, which predict that approximately 65% of tbe 
proton's momentum is carried by tbe u quark with helldty parallel to tbe proton's 
helicity also provide empirically consistent predictions for the normalization of the 
proton's form factor and the J / 0 -» pp decay rate. Tbe crossing behavior from 
spacelike Compton scattering to the timelike annihilation channels will also provide 
important tests and constraints on the PQCD formalism and the shape of the proton 
distribution amplitudes. Predictions for tbe time-like processes have been made by 
Farrar et o t , w Millers and Gunion**, and Hyer." 

The theoretical uncertainties from finite nucleon mass corrections, the mag
nitude of tbe QCD running coupling constant, and the normalisation of the proton 
distribution amplitude largely cancel out in the ratio of Compton to elastic differential 
cross sections 

Anfrfa***) = g J j , 

which b predicted by QCD to be essentially independent of a at large momentum 
transfer. If this scaling continues to be confirmed, then tbe center-of-mass angular 
dependence of J L ^ - ^ i . f c n ) will be one of tbe best ways to determine the shape of 
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6. Lepto-Productton of Vector Mesons *a • Teat of P Q C D 
and Color Trmnspveocy 

The ttudy of red and virtual photoproduction of vector meaoni on proton* 
aad nuclei provides an elegant illustration of the emergence of perturbative QCD 
feature* in the large momentum transfer domain. 7'* 3' 4 1 

1. At •mall momentum transfer and high energy where the coherence length 
2i>J{M3 + Q 3 ) Is large compared to the target lise, the incident photos is ex
pected to act as a. coherent sum of vector mesons with m m squared M2 <, 
0[Q2). This is the generalised vector meson dominance picture of photon in
teractions. In addition, *—channel belicity conservation predicts that the vector 
meson will be dominantly produced with transverse polarisation equal to that 
of the incident photon. 

2. At small momentum transfer where photon interactions are dominant!/ hadron-
like, the cross section for vector meson photoproduction on a nucleus should 
have the same nuclear properties as meson-nucleon scattering. Due to the 
optical theorem, the forward high energy coherent nuclear amplitude f*A —* 
V*A must then scale with the nuclear size the same as the total hadron-nucleus 
cross section; i.e. A1/1. The f—dependence of (he coherent nuclear cross section 
is of the form Ja/dt — exp**' where hA oc RA and RA is the nuclear aise. 
Thus the total coherent cross section o{-j*A -+ VaA) is predicted to scale with 
nuclear number as A 4 ' 3 / / $ ~ A7/*. 

3. The predictions for 7 M —* V*A' are in striking contrast to the above results 
when Q2 becomes large compared to I&QCQ. The virtual quark loop connecting 
the photon to the vector meson is now highly virtual, aad only the point-like 
piece of the photon and the small transverse size of the valence $5 light-cone 
wavefunctioa of the vector meson enter the exclusive amplitude. Thus at high 
Q2 the nuclear absorption in the initial and final state should vaniih, and the 
nuclear amplitude becomes additive: Af( 7*A -» V°A') a AlMtfN -> V*N'). 
The integrated coherent croai section <rft*A —* V°A) is thus predicted to scale 
with nuclear number as A?}R\ ~ A*?*. This contrasting nuclear dependence 
of the virtual photoproduction cross section provides a dramatic test of color 
transparency. Preliminary results from E665* for p lepto-production at Fermi* 
lab appear to confirm these QCD predictions. 

4. Another important prediction of PQCD in the large Q1 domain is that the 
vector meson should be produced with sero helicity since it is formed from 
a quark and antiquark with equal and opposite helicities.** The change-over 
from transverse to longitudinal vector meson polarization with increasing Q* 
also appears to be confirmed by the E665 data. 

5. At large photon virtuality Q2 the photon and vector meson will act as point-like 



systems, and thut the (— dependence of tbe differential crow section d<rf4t[i*p —* 
V V ) >bould only reflect the finite rise of tbe scattered nucleon. At large t tbe 
form factort ahould reflect the underlying two-gluou exchange ttructure of tbe 
FQCD Pomerao. 

0. At large momentum transfer - I > A^QD, —U > A ^ 0 , PQCD predict! 
that tbe pbotoproduetion cross section h u the nominal fixed CM angle scal
ing: dv/dt(tp -» V*Y) ~ / (#cjf ) /« T . The dominant amplitude* will conserve 
hadron helidty: Ay + *V • V 

7. At larger momentum transfers —( > fljt one can study quasi-elastic lepto-
production in the nucleus; dofH(-fA -» V*JV*X) where X represents a turn 
over excited nuclear states, but without extra particle production. When •$• > 
&QCD> c o ' o r transparency predict! tbe absence of initial or final state absorption 
of the incident photon and the outgoing meson and nucleon. Thus the quasi-
elastic cross section should approach additWity In nuclear number at large mo
mentum transfer. As I have emphasized In the Introduction, these illuminating 
itudiei and tests of PQCD can be carried out in detail at CEBAF. 

7. When D o Leading-Twist Predictions for Exclusive 
Processes Become Applicable? 

Tbe factorized predictions for exclusive amplitudes are evidently rigorous pre
dictions of QCD at large momentum transfer. However, it i i important to understand 
the kinematic domain where the leading twist predictions become valid. The basic 
scales of QCD are set by the quark masses and tbe scale AgcD which parameter
izes the QCD running coupling constant. Thus one normally would expect that the 
leading power-law predictions should become dominant at momentum transfer* ex
ceeding these parameters. In the case of inclusive reactions, Bjorken scaling is already 
apparent at momentum transfers (J — 1 GeV or lew. 

In fact, tbe data for hadron form factors Is consistent with the onset of PQCD 
scaling at momentum transfers of a few GeV. *' has shown that the measurement! 
of the transition form factors of tbe proton to tbe N(l$35) and tf (1680) resonances 
are consistent with tbe predicted PQCD Q~* scaling to beyond Q 3 « 20 GeV3. Tbe 
normalization is also in reasonable agreement with that predicted from QCD sum 
rule constraints on the nucleon distribution amplitudes, allowing for uncertainties 
from higher order QCD corrections. In tbe case of tbe proton to A(1232) transition, 
the form factor falls faster that Q~*. This anomalous behavior is, in fact, predicted 
by QCD sum rule constraints, since unlike tbe proton, tbe A has a highly symmetric 
distribution amplitude which results in a small net coupling to the QCD bard scat
tering amplitude. The observed scaling pattern of tbe transition form factors gives 
strong support to the QCD sum rule predictions and PQCD factorization. 

Isgur and Llewellyn Smith** and Radyushkin*7 have raised tbe concern that 
important contributions to exclusive processes could arise from the endpoint regions 
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*i -* 1; such behavior would imply the breakdown of PQCD factorization, for 
example, the denominator of the hard Mattering amplitude*, e.g., TB « *»/[(! -
*)(! ~* v)Q2\ (°r the meson form factor become* lingular in the endpoint integration 
region at i — 1 and y ~ 1- Such endpoint region* are even further emphaiUed when 
one aatumea the atroagly aiymmetric forma for the badron diitributioo amplitude* 
derived from QCD nun rule*. However, it i* important to note that theae endpoint 
regime* correspond to arattering processes) where one quark carriea nearly all id toe 
proton'* momentum and 1* at a fixed tranaverK separation * j . from the spectator 
quark*. 

When a quark which i* isolated in apace receives a large momentum transfer 
xiQ, it will normally strongly radiate gluon* into the final state due to the emplace
ment of both its initial and final self-field, which ia contrary to the requirement* of 
exclusive scattering. For example, in QED the radiation from the initial and final 
state charged line* is controlled by the coherent sum £ i ( e ' ft"/* * PiiliV where «i 
and pi are the charge* four-momenta of the charged lines, e and k are polarization 
and four-momentum of the radiation, and ijj >• ±1 for initial and final state particle*, 
respectively. Radiation will occur for any finite momentum transfer scattering a* long 
as the phcton'a wavelength is less than the size of the initial and final neutral bound 
states. The probability amplitude that radiation does not occur is given by rapidly 
falling Sudakov form factor, as first discussed by in Refs. 26 and 48. An elegant and 
much more complete discussion has now been given by Botta and Li and Sterman.1 1 

The radiation from the colored lines in QCD have similar coherence properties as in 
QED:4* because of the destructive color interference of the radiators, the momentum 
of the radiated gluon in a QCD hard scattering process only ranges from k of order 
!/*!> where color screening occurs, up to the momentum transfer xiQ of the scat
tered quarks. This analysis and unitarity allows one to compute the probability that 
no radiation occur* during the hard scattering.11'** It i* given by a rapidly falling 
exponentiated Sudakov form factor 5 = S[XJQ, frj., AQCDY, thus at large Q and fixed 
impact separation, the Sudakov factor strongly suppresses the endpoint contribution. 
On the other hand, whan Oj. =• 0(x;<3) - 1 , the Sudakov form factor is of order 2, 
and the radiation leads to logarithmic evolution and contributions of higher order in 
<**(Q2)> ^ e correction* already contained in the PQCD predictions. 3 1'" 1" This ia the 
starting point of the detailed analysis of the suppression of endpoint contributions to 
meson and baryon form factors and its quantitative effect on the PQCD predictions 
recently presented by Li and Sterman.1 1 This analysis ha* now also been applied to 
two-photon reactions and the timelike proton form factor by Hyer. u 

Thus the leading PQCD contribution* to large momentum transfer exclusive 
reactions derive from wavefunction configurations where the valence quarks are at 
small transverse separation * i - 0 ( l / 4 j . ) * 0(l/Q), the regime where there is BO 
Sudakov suppression. Furthermore, as noted by Li and Sterman, the hard scattering 
amplitude loses its singular endpoint structure if one explicitly retains toe valence 
quark transverse momenta in the denominators. For example, in the case of the pion 
form factor, the bard scattering amplitude it effectively modified to the form 
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* (i-*)(i-»)(J'+(tf + #)>-
The Sudakov effect thus ensures that the denominator! are alwaya protected at large 
momentum transfer*. ID their numerical studies, Li and Sterman find that the pion 
form factor become* relatively insensitive to toft gluon exchange at momentum trans
fers beyood 20 AQCJ>. In the caw of the proton Dirac form factor, the corresponding 
analysis by Li 1 1 ii in good agreement with experiment at momentum transfers greater 
than 3 GeV. Thus the leading twi»t QCD predictions bated on the factorization of 
long ard fbort diitance physics appear to be self-consistent and valid for momentum 
transfer! as low as a few GeV, thus accounting for the empirical success of quark 
counting rule* in exclusive process phenomenology. The Sudskov effect suppression 
also enhances the QCD "color transparency* phenomena, since only small color sin
glet wavefunction configurations can scatter at large momentum transfer without 
radiation.1 

The extension of the leading order PQCD analysis to higher orders including 
Sudalcov effects is technically very challenging. Thus far, the next-to-leading a,{Q2) 
corrections to the hard scattering amplitudes Tg have been computed for only a 
few exclusive processes: the meson form factor, the photon-to-meaon transition form 
factors, and 77 to meson pain. There are many outstanding theoretical issues which 
are being resolved, such as how to extend these calculations to baryon processes, bow 
to set the resormalizalioo scale is a*,7'*** how to implement conforms] symmetry 
and its breaking, 9 0 , 1 1 and how to formulate and solve the evolution equations for the 
hadron distribution amplitudes to next-to-leading order. 

An important question for evaluating exclusive amplitudes in the transition 
region between hard and soft QCD processes is how to analytically separate perturba-
tive contributions from contributions intrinsic to the bound-state wavefunction itself. 
The physical amplitude of course must be independent of the choice separation scale 
ft. Recently Ji, Pang, and Szczepaniak have observed that the natural variable to 
make this separation is the light-cone energy or equivalently the invariant mass of the 
off-shell pirtonic system, rather than gluon virtuality of Tg. The PQCD contributions 
from the invariant mass regime ft > 1 GeV can then account substantially for the 
empirical pion form factor at Q7 > 1 GeV 3. One also expects significant contributions 
from PQCD from higher order contributions, 

It should be emphasized that the measuremei. j of the pion form factor from 
electroproduction at large Q1 are quite uncertain since they requires extrapolation to 
the plon t— channel pole. CEBAF measurements can thus contribute significantly to 
this fundamental hadronic measure-

One of the most significant problems in computing the normalization of per* 
turbative QCD predictions for exclusive processes is the uncertainty in setting the 
renormaljzation scale u of the QCD coupling a f(jj) in the hard scattering amplitude 
ljt . A related problem is the question of the corresponding scale to use in evaluating 
the hadron distribution amplitudes. 



Given a renormalizatiorj scheme, the QCD Lagrangian CQCD « * function of 
the bare parameters aj(p), m ( (p), etc. In principle, the value* of the bare parame
ter! can be fixed riven a »et of input measurement!. Tbua riven a finite number of 
empirical values, all other QCD observable* ihould be computable order by order in 
perturbation theory. The relation between the input u d output observable* muit be 
independent of the choice of the renoraalization scale ft aa well as the choice of inter
mediate renormalization scheme. This invariance of the predictions for observable* 
under chan(e* of the intermediate renormalization scheme conititutes the generalised 
renormauxation group invariaoce of Peterman and Stuckelberg.7" 

Recently, Hung Jung Lu and I 7 7 have shown how this problem can be avoided 
by directly relating observable! through commensurate scale relations. The conven
tional MS scheme serves as an intermediary calculations! tool, but it can be sys
tematically eliminated when relating observable!. For example, the entire radiative 
corrections to the annihilation crow section is expreued as the effective charge <*A(Q) 
where <3 * %/i": 

*») = 3£cjj[l + 2^>]. 

Similarly, we can define the entire radiative correction to the Bjorken sum rule as the 
effective charge atl{Q) where Q is the lepton momentum transfer: 

/a.W^)-Si-(,«!)l^fe][i-^]. 
We now use the known expressions to three loops in S?5 scheme and choose the scale* 
Q* and Q" to re-sum all quark and gluon vacuum polarization corrections into the 
running couplings.76 The relative scales insure that each observable pus through the 
heavy quark thresholds at their commensurate physical scales. The final result Is 
remarkably simple: 

»„(Q) ^ qg(O') f°«(Q")V , (origin* 1 . . . 

The fundamental test of QCD is then to verify empirically that the observable! track 
in both normalization and shape a* given by these relations. The coefficients in the 
series (aside for a factor of Cf, which can be absorbed in the definition of a,) are 
actually independent of color and are the same in abelian, non-abelian, and conformal 
gauge theory. The non-Abelian structure of the theory is reflected in the scales Q* and 
Q". The commensurate scale relations thus provide fundamental tests of QCD which 
can be made increasingly precise and independent of any scheme or other theoretical 
convention. 
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In the case of exclusive prooewef, the coupling associated with each virtual 
gluon exchange carrying momentum transfer /J* in the hard-scattering lubproceu tree 
amplitude TM can be identified with the running coupling av$) appearing in the 
heavy quark potential.*0 We can determine the numerical value* for av(Q7) in many 
wayi: directly from the heavy quarkonium spectrum and heavy quark lattice gauge 
theory" or from the commensurate scale relation! which connect the ay scheme 
to c t y s , or effective charge* such as ojt, o ( l t the Gross-Llewellyn Smith aum rule, 
etc. at their appropriate commenturate scales. Note that higher order correction! 
to the hard scattering amplitude from crossed graph kernels contribute even if the 
theory were conform*] invariant; t.e. even of the coupling did not run. A related 
method can be used to choose the separation scale which controli the evolution of 
the hadron diatribution amplitude!. By uaing thia procedure, one should be able 
to substantially reduce the uncertainty in form factors and other exclusive processes 
from renormalization scale and scheme ambiguities. 

8 . Other Applications of Large Momentum Transfer Exclusive Q C D . 

The factorization techniques used to derive the leading-twist behavior of exclu
sive amplitudes have general applicability to processes where hadron wavefunctions 
have to be evaluated at far off-shell configuration!. In each of these applications, one 
can separate the perturbative quark and gluon dynamic* from momentum transfer 
higher than a scale Q from the non-perturbative long-diatance physics contained in 
the distribution amplitudes 4{xi>Q)- For example at * — 1 the struck quark in deep 
inelastic lepton-badron scattering is kineraatically far off shell and apace-like. Thus 
the leading power law fall off in (1 - x) is determined by iterating the gluon exchange 
kernel in the valence Fock state wavefunction. In this way one derives "spectator' 
counting rules for the nominal power law behavior [e.g. Gf/p{x) *•> (1 - x)s] and 
belicity-retention rules at jE -* 1. The resulting structure functions connect amoothly 
to the behavior of large momentum transfer elastic and inelastic transition form fac
tors at fixed M2. In fact, when (1 - x)Qi is fixed, the usual evolution of the structure 
functions breaks down and there ia no increase in the effective power beyond that 
given by the spectator counting rules. Further discussion may be found in Ref. 52. 

Higher-twist corrections to inclusive reactions are of two types: coherent cor
rections which depend on the multiparticte structure of hadrona, and single particle 
corrections, such aa mass and condensate insertions, which affect aingle quark or sin
gle gluon propagatora. Exclusive processes represent the completely coherent limit of 
dynamical higher twist terms in inclusive reactions. At fixed (1 — x)Qi, the multi-
quark higher twist contributions can be computed using the exclusive factorization 
analysis, and they contribute at the same order aa the leading twist terms. 5 3 , 1 7 Strong 
higher-twist corrections are in fact observed in the angular and (^'-dependence of 
Drell-Yan processes and in deep inelastic lepton scattering at * ~ l . M 

The factorization techniques used to derive the leading twist contributions 
to form factors can also be applied to the exclusive decays of heavy hadrons when 
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luge momentum transfers are involved. An interesting example of this analysis is 
"atomic alchemy*, u i.e. the exduiive decays of anionic atoms to electronic atoms 
plus neutrinos. In this case, the calculation requires the high momentum tail of 
the atomic wavefuQCtions, which in turn can be obtained via the iteration of the 
relativistic atomic bound-state equations. Again one obtains a factorization theorem 
for exclusive atomic transitions where the atomic wavefunction at the origin plays the 
role of the distribution amplitude. 

v . Exclusive Nuclear ProceMM 

An ultimate goal of QCD phenomenology is to describe the nuclear force and 
the structure of nuclei in terms of quark and giuon degrees of freedom. 

One of the most elegant areas of application of QCD to nudear phytic* is 
the domain of large momentum transfer exclusive nudear processes. Rigorous results 
have been given by Lepage, Ji and myself" for the asymptotic properties of the 
deuteron form factor at large momentum transfer. In the asymptotic Q2 —» co 
limit the deuteron distribution amplitude, which controls large momentum transfer 
deuteron reactions, becomes fully symmetric among the five possible color-singlet 
combinations of the six quarks. One can also study the evolution of the "hidden color* 
components (orthogonal to the np and AA degrees of freedom) from intermediate to 
large momentum trantfer scales; the results also give constraints on the nature of 
the nudear force at short distances in QCD. The existence of hidden color degrees of 
freedom further illustrates the complexity of nudear systems in QCD. It is conceivable 
that six-quark d* resonances corresponds to these new degrees of freedom may be 
found by careful searches of the -j'd —* fd and "f*d —* xd channels. 

The basic scaling law for the belidty-cDnserviDgdr^teron form factor is Fi[Q*) *-
1/Q10 which comes from simple quark counting rules, as well as perturbative QCD. 
One cannot expect this asymptotic prediction to become accurate until very large <Ja 

is reached since the momentum transfer baa to be shared by at least six constituents. 
However, one can identify the QCD physics due to the compositeness of the nu-
deus, with respect to its nudeon degrees of freedom by using the reduced amplitude 
formalism.57 F-r example, consider the deuteron form factor in QCD. By definition 
this quantity is the probability amplitude for the deuteron to scatter from p to p+ q 
but remain intact. Note that for vanlihing nuclear bhding energy «* -* 0, the 
deuteron can be regarded as two nucleons sharing the deuteron four-momentum (see 
Fig. 3). The momentum I is limited by the binding and can thus be neglected. To 
first approximation the proton and neutron share the deuteron's momentum equally. 
Since the deuteron form factor contains the probability amplitudes for the proton and 
neutron to scatter from p/2 to p/2 + q/2; it is natural to define the reduced deuteron 
form factor , T - u - w 

tAf* = w ! ) 
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The effect of oucteoa compositeneu is removed from the reduced form factor- QCD 
then predicts the scaling 

i.e. the same scaling law as a meton form factor. Diagrammatically, the extra power 
of 1/Q7 comes from the propagator of the atmck quark line, the one propagator not 
contained in the nucleon form factors. Because of faadroo heh'eily conservation, the 
prediction is for the leading helicity-comerviiig deuteron form factor (A = V = 0.) 
At shown in Fig. 4, this scaling is consistent with experiment for Q = p j £ J GeV. 

Figure 3. Application of the reduced amplitude flarauliim to the deutexoa 
form factor at large momentum traoaftr. 

The distinction between the QCD and other treatments of nuclear amplitude* 
ia particularly clear in the reaction id —* np; i.e. photo-disintegration of the deuteron 
at fixed center of mass angle. Using dimensional counting, the leading power-law 
prediction from QCD is simply ^(fd -* np) ~ Ff^c*)/* 1 1 - Again we note that the 
virtual momenta are partitioned among many quarks and gluons, so that finite mass 
corrections will be significant at low to medium energies. Nevertheless, one can test 
the basic QCD dynamics in these reactions taking into account much of the finite-
mass, higher-twist corrections by using the "reduced amplitude" formalism.**'5* Thus 
the photo-disintegration amplitude contains the probability amplitude (i.e. nucleon 
form factors) for the proton and neutron to each remJa intact after absorbing mo
mentum fraaafers j ^ - l/2p4 aadp» —l/2pi, respectively (seeFig. 5). After thefoim 
factors are removed, the remaining "reduced" amplitude should scale as F(9em)/pr-
The siiig'o inverse power of transverse momentum p r is the slowest conceivable in 
any theory, but it is the unique power predicted by PQCD. 
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Figure 4. Scaling of the dcutcron reduced form factor. The data KM aura-
mariied in Rcf. 68. 

Figure 5. Construction of the reduced nuclear amplitude for two-body in
elastic deutcroD reaction*.** 

The prediction that /(0CM) is energy dependent 4t high-momentum transfer 
is compared with experiment in Fig. 6. It it particularly striking to tee the QCD 
prediction verified at incident photon lab energiei a> low u 1 GeV- A companion with 
a atandard nuclear physic* model with exchange current! it also shown for comparison 
as the solid curve in Fig. 6(a). The fact that this prediction falls less fu t than the 
data suggests that meson and nucleoli compositeur*! are not teien to into account 



correctly. AD extension of these data to other angles and higher energy would clearly 
be very valuable. 

0 0.4 0.B 
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Pifw«6. CompuiKMofdnUniHpkotodiHDtepmtioBilAtKwllliUuMaUei 
pKdicUoa wlica requires /*(#•«) to be at most lo1-arithinie*u> dependent en «*arsy 
At large tnomeatum trsasfer. Tk« dtU ia (-̂  are from the recent experiment of 
Rrf. 00. T k nuclear physics prediction shown in (a) is from Ref. 81. The data U 
(b) are from Ref. 03. 

The derivation of the evolution equation for the deuteroo and other multi-
quark states ii given In Reft. 50 fend 59. In the c u e of the deuteron, the evolution 
equation couplet five different color singlet state* competed of the rix quarlu. The 
leading anomalous dimension for the deuteron distribution amplitude and the helidty-
conserving deuteron form factor at asymptotic Q1 is given in Ref. 50. 

There arc a number of related teati of QCD and reduced amplitudes which 
require • beami" tuch ai fd -» in and fd -* sp in the fixed tem region. Theae 
reaction! are particularly interesting teitt of QCD in nuclei. Dimeniional counting 
rulea predict the asymptotic behavior j j (Jd -* wp) — T J ™ / C m ) since there are 14 
initial and final quanta involved. Again one note* that the fd -* wp amplitude con
tain! a factor repreaenting the probability amplitude (i.e. form factor) for the proton 
to remain intact after absorbing momentum transfer squared ? * ( p - l /2pj) J and the 
7JN time-like form factor at S- (p + l /2pi ) 3 . Thui A f a i - ^ ~ Fiw(i) Futtf)Mr, 

• 
i i 

Prtvlout Work 
Thlt Expl. 
• i .m.>«>* 
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where Mr has the tame QCD scaling properties at quark meson scattering. Ooe thus 
predict* 

&(?-">) nm 
*?*(*)<?»« W' 

The reduced amplitude scaling for 7J -»pn at large angles and pr & 1 GcV (aee Fig. 
6). One thus expects simita precocious scaling behavior to hold foe fd-**p and other 
fd exclusive reduced amplitudes. An analysis by Koadratyuk and Sapochaikov*1 

shows that ataodard nuclear physics wavefunetioos and inteiactlons cannot explain 
the magnitude of the data for two-body anti-proton annihilation reactiou mca aa 
fd-mp. 

10. Outstanding Pbenomenologkal I H U M In Exclusive Procatvev. 

Although most large momentum transfer exclusive reactions appears to be 
empirically consistent with perturbative QCD expectations, there are a number of 
glaring exceptions where theory and experiment diverge. If one accepts that the 
underlying forraaliim for the leading twiit behavior of exclusive reactions k reliable, 
then these exceptions provide important insights Into new physical mechanisms withia 
QCD. 

What accounts for the structure in the spin correlsthar in pp elastic scatter
ing- at /arge momentum transfer? Measurements*4 of luge angle pp elastic scatter
ing at Argonne and Broolthaven show a dramatic spin-spin correlation ASM which 
reaches ~ 0.6 at y/i ~ 5 GeV: i.e. the spin-analysed cross section is four times 
larger if the protons scatter with their spins parallel and normal to the scattering 
plane compared to antiparallel. The explanation tor this phenomena ie far from set
tled. The most popular explanations*3 are based on the interference of Laadsboff 
pinch singularities'* with the quark interchange amplitude, but there ie no under
standing why the Landahoff contribution would itself have a large ASM" or sufficient 
normalization** to explain this phenomena. Guy de Tsramond and I have proposed** 
that the large spin correlations reflects inelastic channels corresponding to the pro
duction of charm at threshold. This effect leads to enhancement i n t b e J « I > * 5 ~ l 
pp-+pp partial wave which implies a large value of Aits at the energies sufSdeat to 
produce open charm. This explanation would be confirmed by the observation of a 
sixeable charm production in pp collisions at a rate of order of 1 micrbbarn. A similar 
enhancement of Ann u seen at the open strangeness threshold regime, and Js consis
tent with the I miUibarn cross section observed for the production of strange hadrons 
just above threshold. The heavy quark explanation ha* received some support from 
the work of Luke, Savage, and Murahar,1 1 who have shown that the interactions of 
cS systems at low relative velocity with hadrons is enhanced due to the QCD scale 
anomaly; in fact, the scalar exchange interaction is predicted to be strong enough to 
bind cbannonium to heavy nuclei." 
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Why do* QCD cohe trvuputncy appear to fcreai down ia otiaue/astic pp 
scattering; The Brookhaven me«iurementif* of the transparency ratio for luge 
angle quasi-elastic pp scattering increases with momentum transfer, as predicted by 
PQCD, but the ratio then appears to revert to normal absorption at j i ~ 5 GeV. 
This suggests that whatever it cauiing the structure in ANN •>* tbe same energies 
and angle* involve* large tranivene suet and ia far from perturbative in origin. The 
charm threahold effect la a candidate for this type of explanation. 

Tbe preliminary result* for the SLAC color transparency experiment NE-
18" indicate that color transparency in quasi-elastic ep scattering is not a strong ef
fect up to the accessible momentum transfers. Higher momentum transfers exceeding 
5 GeV are needed for a decisive test. A sensitive teat of color transparency is provided 
by measuring the sign of the derivative of tbe transparency ratio ••ffijjgTlflt i) " • 
Perturbative QCD predicts a positive slope, whereas conventional Glauber theory 
predicts a negative derivative in the low Q1 domain. 

Why does lite J/V> decay copiously top*? According to tbe principle of faadnm 
helicity conservation41 in exclusive decays, the Jf$ produced with JM = ±lin e + e ~ 
annihilation should not decay to vector plus pseudoscalu meson pairs. In fact, this 
is true for the $' and other S-state charmonium states, but in the case of the J/y>, 
the pr and KK* psuedoscalu-vector meson channels are actually the dominant two-
body hadromc decays. A possible explanation is that the J/if> mixes with a neuby 
gluonic or hybrid J « 1 state O that favors vector plus pseudoscalu meson pair 
decay. 7 2 One can search for the O by looking for a pr mass peak near the Jjip in 
the decay t&" -+ **Q - • xjrpx. 

Why do effective Aeggeon trajectories flatten to values below ajt(t) = 0 at 
IMT&I momentum transfer? A fundamental prediction of perturbative QCD is that 
the Reggeon trajectories n,(i) and cu,(i) governing charge exchange reactions at 
high energies » > —t mouotonically approach zero at luge spacelike momentum 
transfer.73 More generally, the leading Reggeon in an exclusive process will reflect 
the minimal particle number exchange quantum numbers: two gluons in the case of 
the Pomeron, three gluons in the case of the Odderon, and quuk plus anti-quark in 
the case of moon exchange trajectories. Because of asymptotic freedom the leading 
trajectory at luge momentum transfer Is thus simply ji + Ji — 1 with corrections of 
order y/at{-t). The asymptotic prediction lhn_ (_«o ap[t) * 0 reflects the fact that 
a weakly interacting quuk-antiquuk pair is exchanged in the (-channel.7* Thus 
one expects that the effective p Reggeon should asymptote at o>(l) —» 0 at large —i. 
However, measurements of the inclusive processes j~p -> t*X at a cf 300 GeV 3 and 
8 > —t > ZGeV2 indicate that the effective non-singlet p trajectory becomes negative 
at luge - t . T * Thorn. Tang and I have recently shown that tbe hard QCD put of 
the trajectory is weakly coupled and that its contribution may well be hidden until 
much higher energy.71 Quark interchange10 may thus be the dominant subprocess 
at presently accessible kinematic ranges. We also show that Reggeon contributions to 
exclusive and semi-inclusive mesonic exchange hadron reactions can be systematically 
studied in perturbative QCD. 
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Why u quark interchange t i e dcwunaaf arecfranum for /aige-augfe htdna-
huJroB scattering ? The comprehensive meaauranmiU at BNL* of tbc relative aoc-
malliatioa and angular dependence of a large set of exduilve hadroo scattering ckan-
nelf strongly suggests that the dominant mechanism for scattering hadrcns at Urge 
momentum transfer ia quark interchange.'* for example, if gluoa exchange were 
the dominant mechanism, then the differential cross sections for K*p - * K+p and 
K~f - • K~p at large pr would be roughly equal in magnitude and angular abape. 
In fact they have grossly different magnitudes and shapes. The K+p -» K+p cross 
section, baa the appraxiniate form predicted by the exchange of their common « quark. 
A possible explanation of this fact ia that quark interchange involve* tbe leait number 
of large momentum exchangee within tbe badroo scattering amplitude. 

Tbe abort-distance structure of hadrons, hadron dynamics, and hadroniaation 
is thus one of the frontier areas of study in testing quantum chromodynamiea. Elec-
troproductioo at CEB AF will play an essential role in resolving this fundamental area, 
of physics. 
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